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Abstract: Social media has experienced growth in today's life.The interactions have been grown between traditional media and 

social media.As,social media being an open source,users exchange unrelated content to achieve importance, that is in the form of 

likes. For instance,Twitter alone generates 500 million tweets per day,information overload exist,it is important to categorize both 

media and filter the noise.It is important to find relevant topics in social media.To know,how the influences are made inversely 

when compared to news media we proposed an unsupervised framework socirank i.e., ranking important topics in social 

media.The factors taken into consideration to achieve prevalence are,the temporal factors: Media focus (MF) which is 

important,the temporal factor in social media is user attention(UA) and strength of the group discussing about a topic is user 

interaction(UI).Based on how the nature of the event considered,volume of activity over time and procedure will affect the quality 

of filtered topics.This method is proposed to detect the spread of viral topics and also improves the passivity of automatically 

identified news topics. 

 

Index Terms: social Media, Ranking, News Topics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Mining is the process of extracting valuable information from online sources has become a research area in recent years. 

Mass media sources provide public of daily events, specifically the news media. The news media sources are able to be trusted 

because they are published by professional writers. In social media regular users are posting unverified data and expressing their 

interests. 

One of the most popular network site in social media like Twitter, is used by many people, providing large amount of user-

created data. This unverified data is useless. The social media used for topic identification. We must find and filter the unverified 

information and capture only data. The news media, considered as valuable.The news media presents verified data, while social 

media posting the interests of audience. Unfortunately, after removal of unverified content, there is still information overload in 

the remaining data.  

The news must be ranked based on Media Focus(MF), which is important. Secondly, user interests considered as User 

Attention(UA). Similarly, the number of users discussing a topic and interaction between the users indicates User Interaction(UI). 

By using these factors, it is able to rank the news topics. The main use of the paper is to improve the quality of news. 

The topic modelling and other topic detection techniques do not rank topics according to their popularity. We propose an 

unsupervised system to identify topics that are common in both social media and news media, and then ranks them by using 

degrees of MF, UA and UI. 

To achieve its goal, this paper uses keywords and media sources to identify and build a graph. Whose nodes represent 

keywords and edges in social media. The graph is clustered to identify topics. Then, the factors that are calculated based on their 

importance: MF, UA and UI. Finally, the topics are ranked by measure that using of three factors.The excess of this paper as: 

Section II reviews previous research topics. Section III presents overall design and framework. Finally, we provide conclusion in 

Section IV. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Aiello et al. [1] Online social and news media generate events of all categories. Information filtering is needed to find important 

topics and events by comparing six detection methods on three datasets which differ on time. Based on nature of event, volume 

and procedure, the preprocessing stage is completed. One of the detection method,based on n-grams co-occurrence and topic 

ranking, topic detection is done. Jie Tang et al. [2] large social networks like Twitter,users are influenced by others. Due to which 

social Influences arise among them. To address this issue, Topical AffinityPropagation model is used to model influences on large 

networks.By using this model, social influence of neighbouring users on a particular user is determined. AndriyShepitsen [3]some 

applications allow users to create personalized tags like creating uncontrolled words can result in tag repetition. Clustering 

method is used to remove these problems by identifying important topics. Personalization algorithm is used in which cluster 

selection is an important step to suggest that topic selection is an important method. Fabian Abel et al[4]Filtering, Searching and 

analysing information about real world events on web streams is done using a method that is Twitcident. It automatically connects 

to services and start filtering information from web streams which allow users to retrieve prevalent information. Ding Zhou et al 

[5]to discover the relationship between documents shared in social networks, we used a method. Generally probabilistic method is 

used to associate actors. Markov transition matrix method is used to determine social interactions, Topics and also how actors, 

authors impact these topics and introduce new ways for other impact.J. Ratkiewicz[6]to identify the political Abuse in the social 

media we proposed a detecting and tracking algorithm with the help of machine learning frame work that combines topological, 

content-based and crowd source features. Some political individuals and community which are responsible for wide spread of 

political misinformation is detected at its early stages itself. Daniel M. Romero [7]The information from the social media which 
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as high amount of information forces the users of twitters or the social media to pay attention for it. To overcome this the users 

must not influence and passivity for the popular information we propose an algorithm to determine how much amount of users 

influences and passivity to attain we performed with a 2.5 million user dataset shows that our proposed sequence measure is good 

predictor. Jianshu WENG et al [8]To know how users use the social media like twitter, “twitter Rank” was proposed based on the 

concept of following and followers using page Rank algorithm we calculated the users influence by twitter.  [9]Based on factors 

like content source topic interest models and social voting, interested content for users is evaluated using best performing 

algorithm. CerenBudak et al [10]Trend detection methods used in past are not supposed in network topology. So using two 

models i.e., co-ordinated model to get best trend in news media and uncoordinated less trends in media. By this we found 

structural trends i.e., important trends. G Nandi and A Das [11] Social Media is a prominent research area. In this know the social 

media and news media topics. In this social media factors are Media Focus (MF), User Attention (UA) and User Interaction (UI) 

is proposed to collected twitter events. These factors ranked under unsupervised framework and article filtered and ranked social 

media events occurring twitter dataset. YogeshLonkar [12] in Social Media like twitter provide enormous amount of user 

generated data, this paper filter the noise and capture the content using social media factors. For implementation of this paper we 

use CNN algorithm.KlimisNtalianis [13]In this paper social media ranking scheme proposed and unsupervised architecture takes 

into user-content interactions. Social media receives likes, comments and shares from friends and other users. Ranks the posted 

items based social computing method.R.Balamurugan [14]In search engines, different users may seek different information by 

issuing similar query re-ranks the results. First the media focus, User Interaction and Use Attention. We propose an unsupervised 

framework approach which identifies any type of search query and ranks the frequent using topics and give their numbers. 

Sandhiya. R [15]These are many concepts of using algorithmic and data mining perspective of Online Social Networks(OSNs) 

are used in research are. It is introduced enormous several factors studied for OSN important by researchers. OSNs help the 

researchers to solve those challenges.PavanKapanipathi [16]Personalized filtering system involves understanding user interests. 

Information overload is challenge to the users in social media. Users have to analyze the data for topic identification, scalability 

according to their interests. Personalized filtering for user’s comes common, interesting information in social media. These are 

used to build a personalized information filtering system for social media to improve context, topics on social media. 

SrishankJaiswal et al. [17]the social and news media services are used to finding similar news and finding the trends. In this we 

use a hierarchical Bayesian model to capture different topics as well as topic influences on both media’s, based on techniques and 

knowledge. By using proposed model news and social media data, we will show the improvement in the real world. Ravneetkaur 

et al. [18]the survey discusses different anomalies and categorization of data mining approaches used to detect anomalies. 

Anomalous activities in social network represent unusual and illegal activities exhibiting different behaviours than others present 

in same structure. This paper presents number of data mining approaches for detecting anomalies. The anomaly detection 

techniques are categorized as behaviour, structure and spectral based. Eswari K E et al[19]to reach information ranking, we use 

three social media factors. The population over a period of time specific topic in news media is a factor considered as Media 

Focus (MF),second factor is the User Attention (UA), and interaction between social media users discusses about the topic 

indicates User Interaction (UI).This proposes an edge-centric clustering method to extract social dimensions. Matthew Buress et 

al. [20]Active users of social media are applied to information overload on twitter are not allowing users to place a priority. On 

content posted by friends, human effect is needed. We used a method that seeks help users for find more common content. Our 

model B UTTER WORTH. Naturally provides rankers of users producing the same content. The rankers providing human 

readable content and allow users to find and ranking the relevant topics. 

 

III. FRAMEWORK 

 

The goal of our project is to identify and rank the most common topics in both social media and news media. Fig1: shows the 

framework for classifying and rankingtopics. 

1. Pre-Processing: System collects all news articles and tweets from database. We extract the top keywords from each 

news article, which does not contain duplicate terms. Tweets are relevant and unique, any tweet that is not in English, 

and also tweets that are less than 3 characters length are rejected. Terms tagged as hash tag are selected. 

2. Graph Construction: N is keyword in news and T is keyword in tweets. To extract the topics that are common in both 

social and news media, new set R is taken. 

R=N^T 

Graph is constructed for common topics. Vertices represent the identified terms, edges represent the term similarity. 

3. Graph Clustering: In this stage, well-defined sub graphs are identified and separated from constructed graph.  

4. Ranking: News sub graphs are selected and ranked from two media sources. Related items from news media represent 

MF of the topic. Related items from social media represent User Attention. 
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Fig1: Framework for classifying and ranking topics 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we suggest an unsupervised method. We comparing social media and news media identify the frequent 

newstopics using three factors they are MF,UA and UI. These three factors give ranking the frequent news topics in social media. 

The frequent particular topics are changes in news media is taken as Media Focus(MF), the frequent particular topics are changes 

in social media, especially Twitter,indicated user interest is taken as User Attention(UA) and last one is who are in social media to 

interact with that users and indicates the topic and discussing with group and develop the understanding way it’s taken as User 

Interaction(UI).Filtered and ranked news topics are used to professional news provider and individuals. In this one of the most 

important pointis increasing the quality and variety of news guidance system as well as identify the hidden popular topics. 

Socirank can be external such as sports,science,technology and other things. The evaluation provides evidence that our method is 

selecting frequent news topics and ranking them based on the previously mentioned three factors. Our result is ready a clear 

distinction between ranking topics MF only and then include UA and UI. 

Future work is to perform experiments SociRank on different areas and datasets and we plan to include a other forms of UA. 

Additional experiments also be performed in different stages of the approaches. Lastly, we intend to develop a professional 

version of SociRank, where topics are presented differently to each other. 
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